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Publisher's Profile

Column Editor: Matt Nauman (Blackwell North America)

University Press of New England

23 S. Main St.
Hanover, NH 03755-2048

Tel: 603-643-7100
800-421-1561
Fax: 603-643-1540

ISBN Prefixes: 0-87451 (UPNE)
0-8195 (Wesleyan)
0-89468 (National Gallery of Art)

Officers:
Thomas McFarland, Director
Thomas Johnson, Associate Director, Operations
Philip Pochoda, Editorial Director
Eileen McWilliam, Director, Wesleyan
Michael Burton, Assistant Director, Design & Production
Richard Henning, Assistant Director, Marketing

Vital Statistics:
Number of Employees: 24
1995 estimated number of books to be published: 75
In print titles: 700

Founded in 1970 and hosted by Dartmouth College, University Press of New England publishes under its own imprint and co-publishes for a number of colleges and universities in the region: Brandeis, Dartmouth, Middlebury, Tufts, Wesleyan; and the universities of New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. The Salzburg Seminar is currently an associate member of the consortium. This unique publishing company cooperative was cited as an instructive model in a major study on scholarly communication sponsored by the American Council of Learned Societies.


The Press also publishes distinguished series including: Hardscrabble Books: This new imprint, publishing the very best fiction of New England, offers a mix of original works, contemporary reprints, and "Hardscrabble Classics." Music/Culture: Examines how music functions as a social force. Wesleyan Poetry: Founded in 1959, the Wesleyan poetry program has brought to the fore authors whose works have influenced the development of American poetry. Studies in the History of Art: Distributed for the National Gallery of Art. Tauber Institute for the Study of European Jewry series: Dedicated to the memory of victims of Nazi persecution between 1933 and 1945. The Brandeis Series in American Jewish History, Culture, and Life: Encompasses all areas of American Jewish civilization. The Collected Writings of Rousseau: The first uniform English edition of Rousseau’s major works reflecting the latest scholarship on the French originals. €